
Pre/Postnatal

•Safe mode of 
physical activity
•Incorporates 
aerobic and 
strength training

•PROMOTES:
•Posture, stability 
and balance
•Core strength
•Postnatal 
healthy weight 
loss
•Social 
interaction   

Mental Health

•PROMOTES:

•Social 
interaction

•Self-esteem and 
overall feeling of 
well being

•Improved 
exercise tolerance

•REDUCES:

•Anxiety

•Depression

Vestibular 
Conditions

•PROMOTES:

•Posture, 
stability, and 
balance

•Exercise 
tolerance

•Walking speed 
and distance

•Functional 
independence 
and improved 
self confidence

Arthritis

•reduces impact 
on knee and hip 
joints*

•PROMOTES:

•Walking speed 
and distance

•Upper 
extremity 
mobility and 
strength

•Posture, 
stability, and 
balance

Cancer Rehab

•REDUCES:

•Fatigue 

•Depression

•Anxiety 

•PROMOTES:

•Upper body 
mobility and  
strength

•Muscular 
endurance

•Pain 
management

•Social 
interaction and 
improved self-
esteem

Hip & Knee
pre/post surgery

•reduces impact 
on knee & hip 
joints*

•PROMOTES:

•Posture, 
stability, and 
balance

•Increased gait 
speed

•Fall prevention

General Benefits: Works 90% of muscles. Promotes healthy weight , glucose control and cardiovascular health. Improves quality of life!
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Healthy Aging

•PROMOTES:

•Posture, stability 
and balance

•Exercise tolerance

•Walking speed and 
distance

•Functional 
independence

•Social interaction and 
overall feeling of 
wellbeing  
•Fall prevention

Heart Health

•PROMOTES:

•Healthy blood 
cholesterol

•Healthy weight loss

•Exercise tolerance

•Lower resting heart 
rate  and lower  
blood pressure                   

•Increased peak 
(exercising) heart 
rate

Diabetes

•PROMOTES:

•Healthy weight loss 
and management

•Blood glucose 
management

•REDUCES:

•Waist size

•Pain caused by 
insufficient blood 
flow during exercise

Parkinson’s, MS, 
ABI, CVA

•PROMOTES:

•Posture, stability 
and balance

•Exercise tolerance

•Walking speed and 
distance

•Aerobic and 
resistance training

•Core strength and 
functional 
independence

•Social Interaction 
and self confidence

•Fall prevention    

Healthy Weight 
Management

•REDUCES:

Body weight

BMI

Total body fat 

Waist size

PROMOTES:

•Burns 20-46% 
more calories vs. 
walking without 
poles

• Exercise tolerance

•Social interaction 
and self-esteem

General Benefits: Works 90% of muscles. Promotes healthy weight , glucose control and cardiovascular health. Improves quality of life!
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